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Hanging Treatments from Medallions 
Another Creation from Donna 

ust recently I was asked to create a Kingston valance 

hung on medallions. The designer selected medallions 

with posts 1 Vz " in diameter. She had no specifications 
as to how I did this. So I decided I wanted the bell or 

INSTRU CTIONS: 

Create the size loop you need. 

1 .  Create the size loop you wi l l  need for the j ob.  

horn to lay straight across at the edge of the Kingston.  This 

required me to develop a way to hang the Kingston without 

cinching up the horn. Here are the instructions for how I ac
complished this. 

Line up the bell or horn with the top of the Kingston. 

2 .  Line up the bell o r  horn with the top o f  the Kingston to 
establish the finished length of the bell. 

3 .  Pin the bell or horn i n  place and cut off the excess. 

Pin the bell or horn in place. 
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Fold under the raw edges. 

4 .  Fold the raw edges o f  the bell to the inside a t  the 
finished top edge of the bell, and press. 

Remove the paper off 
the double-sided tape. 
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5 .  Using double-face tape, apply a piece to close the opening, but 
do not close it yet. 

6 .  Attach the loop to  the main body of the Kingston with glue, 
adhesive, double-face tapes, or a tag gun. 

7. I used adhesive and the tag gun to give me double the hold. Then 
I applied a piece of double-face tape to hold the top edge of the 
bell in p lace when everything was complete. 

8 .  Pull  the bell or horn up over the pleats and line i t  u p  with the 
top edge of the Kingston. Use the tag gun to attach the bell to 
the face of the Kingston at the very top edge. I tagged inside the 
bell at the side folds of the bell .  

Pull the paper 
off of the 

double-side 
tape under the 

bell. 

9 .  Now it i s  time to remove the paper off the double-sided 
tapes. First, pull the paper off the inside of the bell and 
adhere it together. 

1 0 .  Next, pull the paper off of the double-sided tape under the 
bell .  That was the piece we applied over the loop. Adhere 
the bell to the face of the Kingston .  

1 1 .  Test mounting told me I had found the 
best answer to this challenge. The bell 
stayed straight across the top of the 
Kingston, and the loop supports al l  the 
weight as I had hoped. It was a solution 
that worked out perfectly ! I hope it 
works for you. 
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